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A Wealth of Languages
As more companies enter the global marketplace and employ international teams, the need
for cultural awareness and multilingual abilities is becoming compelling for success. Linguistic
skills in more languages are required in building multicultural teams, managing mergers and
acquisitions, fostering contact with global clients, and facilitating successful staff relocation.
Moreover, a successful career in international business today requires one's command of
English as well as at least another language, Whatever your native language may be, getting
a good job, promotion and a higher salary depends increasingly on your ability to
communicate technically and effectively in at least two languages. But what should you do if
your foreign language skills are not good enough?

More and more companies are introducing foreign language tuition in their training
programmes. In-company language courses are held in the major business languages
French, German, Spanish, Italian, swedish, Russian, Japanese, Arabic, Greek, Mandarin,
Portuguese, Dutch, Polish and English as a Foreign Language - as well as minor languages.
Tailored corporate language training is a service designed to fit training in with busy
schedules of business or the professions. Efficient language learning is arranged in a way
which will minimise disruption to business. Courses are scheduled at the time and in the
place one requires and a tutor will be matched as far as possible to one's learning style.
Moreover, programmes are flexible and once started they can be modified, if necessary, to
suit specific needs,

-

Corporate language training is a tool whose purpose is to help businesses to overcome
international barriers by increasing the levels of language and cultural skills, This is
accomplished by training staff in developing multicultural sensitivity as well as multilingual
competence. It can provide a company with many benefits. For instance, it offers personnel a
linguistic platform from which to develop the company and advance their career. Moreover,
corporate language training has often proved to be a successful staff-retention device. It also
allows for the development of a long-term relationship with one's foreign customers. Readily
available linguistic skills in foreign languages can help to research the market more easily,
enhance a company's marketing capabilities, and maintain and develop levels of exports.
Communications in the clients'languages also mean avoiding misunderstandings before they
arise, more immediateness in communication and trading, as well as a reduction of the
interpreting and translating costs.
For the individual, in cognitive terms learning a foreign language can provide an oppoftunity
to open one's mind to new experiences as well as to be equipped with more instruments to
understand the fast-changing world around us. A language course can thus be seen as an
opportunity to explore other facets of reality as these are mirrored in another language,
another culture, another mindset. In practical terms, a corporate language course also
presents trainees with the possibility of gaining further professional certifications by sitting
exams in a foreign language, As they progress through the various levels of linguistic
competence - which are aligned with the Council of Europe Common European Framework
(CEF) and other international syndicates for language-skills evaluation - trainees are

therefore also enhancing their career prospects,
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Corporate language courses are designed in partnership with corporate HR teams to meet
individual learning targets. They are organised according to a company's specific needs and
timetables. Ideally, trainees should have the opportunity to meet their language tutor for a
personal assessment before the start of the course, given that trusting and feeling
comfortable with one's instructor are necessary prerogatives for successful learning and

communication, In a preliminary meeting a teacher can test a trainee's grammatical
competence as well as the fluency with which one can communicate in the language. Even
when one is a complete novice in the chosen linguistic field, a personal meeting can help the
instructor to assess a trainee's motivation and objectives as regards the course, and devise a
personalised lesson-format as from the very first class. This important step marks the
difference between any serial language teaching package that is presented in the same
format across various non-work-based learning contexts, and a set of tailor-made, companylocalised classes.

Corporate language tutors are native speakers of the languages they teach, They are highly
qualified and experienced linguists whose common interest in teaching stems from the sense
of curiosity that brought them away from their own countries to foreign cultural settings'
Indeed, the majority of teachers has lived in various countries, studied other languages and
have foreign friends, Language tutors apply the same principles to their work that they learnt
empirically in the field. first as students and then as teachers. They understand the meaning
of motivation as they were themselves successfully inspired by their own language teachers.
The key element in teaching a language is thus an ability to emphasise with trainees,
understand their needs and objectives, create a personal relationship with them, and follow
them with dedicate attention. To this end, a corporate course should ideally be specifically
designed and taught by the same tutor.
Tailored lessons can be delivered on a one-to-one basis or to small groups. Teachers must
present professional, effective and pleasant classes, as well as be accurate, punctual and
reliable, which are necessary characteristics in the often frantic business world' Specific
teaching materials are used to tackle a company's business requirements. Simulations, roleplays, ind business-orientated text books are used to introduce and develop business
ianguage skills. As well as dealing with the grammatical nuts and bolts of a language, classes
atso focus on everyday business contexts such as presentations, negotiations, telephone
communications, writing e-mails and formal letters, welcoming foreign visitors, travelling on
business.

Hopefully, an increasing interest in language learning at work will contribute to a rise in
multilingual competence in business and society at large, and thus to the forging of more
cohesive communicative networks across the planet'

Dr Piera Sarasini, MITIA, MCIL
E-mail : languagesunlimited@eircom.ie
Web : http ://www. lang uagesunli mited. ie/
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